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oslo i accord wikipedia - the oslo i accord or oslo i officially called the declaration of principles on interim self government
arrangements or short declaration of principles dop was an attempt in 1993 to set up a framework that would lead to the
resolution of the ongoing israeli palestinian conflict, history overview of israel palestinian negotiations - in reply israel
recognized the plo as the representative of the palestinians in the peace negotiations on september 13 1993 a joint israeli
palestinian declaration of principles dop based on the agreement worked out in oslo was signed by the two parties in
washington outlining the proposed, palestinian authority history and overview - encyclopedia of jewish and israeli history
politics and culture with biographies statistics articles and documents on topics from anti semitism to zionism, the status of
jerusalem in international and israeli law - chapter one the importance of jerusalem to judaism christianity and islam 1
due to the great sanctity that judaism christianity and islam attribute to jerusalem this city has been at the center of the arab
israeli conflict for the past 100 years, the israeli palestinian conflict issues in a nutshell - the israeli palestinian conflict
issues in a nutshell history security occupation refugees checkpoints terror jerusalem water disengagement with links to
maps and detailed discussions, camp david accords summary history facts - camp david accords camp david accords
agreements between israel and egypt signed on september 17 1978 that led in 1979 to a peace treaty between the two
countries the first such treaty between israel and any of its arab neighbors, middle east the road map to peace council on
foreign - this publication is now archived what is the road map a u s backed peace proposal first floated in 2002 the road
map sets a series of benchmarks designed to move israelis and palestinians over three years to the creation of a palestinian
state that exists in peace with israel the palestinians, incentivizing terrorism palestinian authority allocations - the
family of mohammed tarayreh who stabbed to death a 13 year old israeli girl in her bed is now eligible for a monthly stipend
from the palestinian martyrs fund, read john kerry s speech on israeli settlements un - secretary of state john kerry
spoke out about the u n resolution condemning new israeli settlements arguing that they threaten the israeli palestinian
peace process and make a two state solution increasingly challenging
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